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About This Game

Remember when games were tough? Return to the Golden Age of arcades with an all-NEW hardcore action experience that
pulls no punches! Volgarr the Viking possesses all the hallmarks of the true classics - simple controls, high challenge, and

meticulous design - combined with hand-made pixel animation, an epic soundtrack, and buckets of blood. Flex your gaming
muscles and step into the arena with Volgarr the Viking. We dare you.

Key Features

Classic hardcore arcade action!

Seven worlds to explore across 30+ maps

40+ unique traps and enemies, including screen-filling bosses

Thousands of frames of handcrafted pixel animation

Orchestrated soundtrack

Meticulous control design with full customization

Full controller support (including legacy DirectInput devices!)
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Steam achievements and leaderboards

Multiple paths through the game and multiple endings

Awesome retro-style game manual!
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Title: Volgarr the Viking
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Crazy Viking Studios
Publisher:
Adult Swim Games
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2013
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This thing saved my bacon a great many times while I was learning how to not suck as a Wing Diver.. No. Just stop it with the
game guru games.
Learn how to make an actual game, then release something.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/W10RGiEJcgw. $10 dollars is a little steep, but honestly - lowest I'd see it going is 7.99
If two dollars makes or breaks you, then fair enough, don't buy it. However, if you love making the characters look cool and\/or
sexy - this is a nice start to what'll hopefully be quite a few outfit dlc packs.. 98-00' subaru pls :). pretty good game
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The backgrounds for this game are beautiful, but that's really all I have to say is good about the game.

Is the game good for it's simple concept? Yes.
You try to catch a ball and fling it at other people. There's a power-up in the middle that you can fight over.

Is the game worth the price asked? Absolutley not.

I would be happy with the pricetag if there was at *least* online multiplater instead of only local. When this games gets as low
as $4, I'd be happy to pick it up. As of now though, the game is seriously overpriced for what it is.. Awesome Game. Perfect for
a quick blast before breakfast!!
Cheap at twice the price!!. Loved this one. Its super fun to fly around alone xD
 highly recommended

only downside is lack of players currently, but that should change soon ^^. Played this on my grandpas win 95 as a kid and loved
it to death, I bought it cause its a charished memory, to be really honest though going back and playing it now on a modern
machine is not the best, even as an avid retro enthusiast.

Its still the game you remember, like it or not, If you dont have nostalgia for this game though, youre gonna regret your purchase
imo.. sorry but this game doesn't give any directions and hints to solve all these trial error and obscure puzzles. background
musics great and graphics looks gorgeous but there is no substantial story, characters, drama or action so it didn't give me
enjoyment and motivation continue and finish to game. i also found controls hard to manage.. "Akuma no tsume yo! Yaj\u016b
no kiba yo! Ima hitotsu to narite aratana chikara to sugata wo miseyo! Y\u016bg\u014d Sh\u014dkan! Araware decha e, subete
wo kirisaku senritsu no kedamono! Desut\u014di Shiz\u0101 Be\u0101!". Add some more tracks, multiplayer, and audio
settings I think yall would have a great game here.. Top game! Its nice to see that the persians are here too! h3h3 :D. TL:DR
7/10 casual click ordering

I enjoyed this for my 1st introduction to click-management. There is no Difficulty setting. Medium challenge throughout with a
couple of harder levels before the midpoint.

Of course, I pursued and achieved the top 3Star rating for all levels, which gives all Achievements. It probably took me about
6-8 hours. Glance at the pathing in the beginning to plan a sensible route. Use RunSpeedBoost button when available, but even
more important is the HaltTime button whenever possible. Rarely are you required to upgrade the resource building above
Level1.
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